DEVICES AND APPS TO PAIR WITH
CHECK OUT THE LIST OF AVAILABLE DEVICES OR APPS THAT CAN BE LINKED TO WALKER TRACKER BELOW!

Wireless Devices

- Fitbit
- Misfit
- Nokia Withings
- Garmin
- Striiv
- Apple Watch via the Apple Health app
- Pebble via My Fitness Pal app

Smartphone Apps

- Fitbit via the Mobile Track option - no device needed (iOS or Android)
- My Fitness Pal (iOS or Android)
- Apple Health (iOS only)
- Argus (iOS or Android)
- Health Mate by Nokia Withings - no device needed (iOS or Android)
- Google Fit (Android only)
- MapMyFitness

NOTE: You can only have one device/app linked to your Walker Tracker account at a time. You will not be able to manually enter steps when you have a device or app linked to your Walker Tracker account. If you need assistance, email support@walkertracker.com!

Have questions or need assistance?
Look for the blue button on the lower right-hand corner when you are logged into your program.